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3859 10th Avenue, Manhattan:
The Building: The building was a two-story taxpayer. It is a Class 3 (brick and wood joist)
structure. On the ground floor of the building, there were three stores. On the second floor,
there was a furniture storage occupancy. On the roof, there was a large antenna structure.
The dimensions of the building are 52 feet wide x 87 feet deep. Running along 10th Avenue
(exposure 1), there are elevated subway tracks.

On December 16, 2003, residents in the Inwood
section of Manhattan were preparing for the rapidly
approaching Christmas holiday. It was a bright, sunny day
and the temperature was seasonable. The Inwood section
of Manhattan is the northernmost neighborhood in the Borough. Inwood is proudly protected
by Engine 95 and Ladder 36.
On the day tour, the following members were on-duty in Ladder 36: Lieutenant Kevin
Harrison, Firefighter (Fr.) Thomas Brick (Irons), Probationary Firefighter (Pr. Fr.) Colin Sheehan
(Can), Fr. John Bruno (Chauffeur), Fr. Joseph Buono (Outside Vent), and Fr. Edwin Seda (Roof,
Detailed from Ladder 59). At around 1200 hours, Ladder 36 was out of the firehouse procuring
the meal for the day tour. Engine 95 was drilling at the site of a fire that occurred the night
before at 2 Ellwood Street.
At around 1228 hours, the Manhattan Fire Alarm Dispatchers started receiving
telephone calls reporting a fire at the second floor of 3859 10th Avenue, between W. 206th
Street and W. 207th Street. Manhattan Box 1810 was transmitted. Engines 95, 43, 75, Ladders
36, 59, and Battalion 13 were dispatched. While the units were responding, the Manhattan Fire
Alarm Dispatchers advised them that they were getting numerous phone calls reporting the
fire.
Ladder 36 was around the corner getting the meal. As they responded, they could see
smoke coming from the rear windows. When they arrived at the front of the fire building, they
could see heavy smoke issuing from around the frames of the front windows on the second
floor. Lieutenant Harrison transmitted a 10-75 at 1231 hours. Ladder 36 had to cut the locks
on the roll-down gate that covered the doorway that led to the stairway for the second floor.

Firefighters John Bruno (Chauffeur), Joseph Buono (Outside Vent), and Edwin Seda
(Roof) all of Ladder 36 placed portable ladders to the roof of the fire building. They started
cutting roofed-over skylights with the saw to provide vertical ventilation.
Engine 95 arrived at the fire at 1232 hours. Engine 95 was the first Engine Company to
arrive at the fire. They were commanded by Lieutenant Sal Pastore. Firefighter Randy Cole had
the Nozzle, Pr. Fr. Bryan Antoni was assigned the Backup position, Fr. Donal Connaughton had
the Control and Fr. Daniel Fitzpatrick was the Engine Company Chauffeur (ECC). Lieutenant
Pastore saw that the fire was in a commercial occupancy. He ordered a 2 ½ inch hand line
stretched to the second floor. Engine 75 assisted Engine 95 in the stretch.
Engine 75, led by Lieutenant John Donahue, arrived at the fire at 1232 hours. They
assisted Engine 95 in getting their hose line to the second floor of the fire building. Once
Engine 95’s hose line was in place, Engine 75 stretched their own 2 ½ inch hose line to back-up
and protect the first hose line.
Ladder 59 was the second due ladder company, commanded by Lieutenant Mike Fagan.
They arrived at the fire at
1232 hours. The Forcible
Entry team checked out
conditions on the first floor
to make sure fire was not
traveling up from below.
They raised their aerial
ladder to the roof of the fire
building. The outside team
ascended the portable
ladder to the roof to assist in
vertical ventilation. Ladder
59 also went to the rear of
the building in preparation for possible horizontal ventilation.
At 1233 hours, Battalion 13 arrived at the fire. Working in Battalion 13 was Acting
Battalion Chief (ABC) Thomas Wilkinson. He saw a heavy smoke condition coming from the
second floor windows. He made sure the first hose line was being stretched. He also heard
from the roof firefighters that fire was extending toward exposure 4 which was a 5-story
multiple dwelling. He had Engine 43 stretch a 2 ½ inch hose line to the rear to protect exposure
4. Engine 43 was assisted by Engine 81 in the stretch. ABC Wilkinson transmitted the “AllHands” at 1237 hours and requested an additional Engine and Truck to the fire. Engine 93 and
Tower Ladder 46 would be dispatched.

Ladder 33 was dispatched as
the Firefighter Assist and Search
Team (FAST). They arrived at 1237
hours. They were commanded by
Captain John Gormley. They set up
their apparatus so that the bucket
was facing the fire building. They
staged their equipment in the event
there was a distress call.
Rescue 3 arrived at 1238
hours. Working in Rescue 3 that day
tour was Captain Chris King, Fr. Bob
Knabbe, Fr. Bob Ryan, Fr. Joe Light, Fr. John O’Connell, and Fr. Steve Naso. They were ordered
to split their manpower to perform vertical ventilation on the roof and to check out exposure 2.
Fr. Knabbe was the Chauffeur and was ordered to check out the cellar of
the fire building and to shut-off utilities.
Battalion Chief Frank Naglieri of Battalion 19 was the “10-75 Chief”
and arrived at the fire at 1238 hours. Initially, B.C. Naglieri went to the
second floor of the fire building to supervise the operations on the fire
floor. Soon after his arrival at the fire floor, he was re-positioned to
supervise the ventilation operations at the roof level and to check on fire
extension to exposure 4. He climbed to the roof via one of the portable
ladders that was in place. He saw that roof operations were in progress
and that there was a large 30-40 foot tall radio tower in the center of the
roof. Chief Naglieri saw the progress of the ventilation efforts on the roof.
Heavy smoke was showing out of a skylight and fire was extending toward
the exposure ¾ corner.
Acting Deputy Chief (ADC)
Anthony Montera of the 7th Division
arrived at the fire at 1239 hours. He
received a report from ABC Wilkinson on
the fire operations that were taking
place. ADC Montera performed a sizeup and saw that the fire was extending
to exposure 4 via an air shaft between
the fire building and the exposure. And,

he saw that the fire on the second floor of the fire building
was growing. He transmitted a 2nd Alarm at 1241 hours.
Ladder 46 responded to the fire from their firehouse
in the Bronx. While they responded, they could see a
column of smoke coming from a building across the 207
Street bridge. Ladder 46 would be the first Tower Ladder at
the fire. They arrived at 1240 hours. They would position
their apparatus so as to overcome the obstacle of the
elevated subway tracks. Initially, Ladder 46’s Fr. Mike Essig
(Outside Vent) started removing gates that covered all the
windows on the second floor.
Ladder 36’s forcible entry team made entry onto the
fire floor to perform a primary search and to look for the
location of the fire. The fire floor was heavily charged with
smoke and the sound of fire crackling could be heard over
their heads. The fire occupancy was filled with furniture
and mattresses and was difficult to maneuver. Ladder 36’s
forcible entry team could only move in a few feet. Pr. Fr.
Colin Sheehan stayed close to his Lieutenant. Lieutenant
Harrison attempted to use Ladder 36’s Thermal Imaging Camera (TIC) but it “whited out” from
the high temperatures in the occupancy. Fr. Thomas Brick moved to the left in an attempt to
look for a clear passage toward the rear. He said something to his Lieutenant, but it was not
clear what he said. The time was approximately 1241 hours.
Engine 95 got water in their hose line. Lieutenant
Pastore, Fr. Randy Cole and Pr. Fr. Bryan Antoni began to move
their hose line into the fire floor. They had no visibility on the
fire floor; there was nothing but thick black smoke. They could
hear the saws working on the roof to provide vertical
ventilation. The sound of fire crackling over their heads was
present, even though there was no visible fire. They advanced
the hose line about 10-15 feet when the heat coming from the
fire caused Lieutenant Pastore to order the nozzle to be
opened, even though there was no visible fire.
At 1243 hours, Fr. Bob Knabbe of Rescue 3 made his way
up the stairway with his TIC. He was followed by ABC Wilkinson
of Battalion 13. He entered the floor and made contact with

Lieutenant Pastore. He showed him the screen on the camera to indicate that the fire was
coming from the rear of the occupancy. Lieutenant Pastore could not make a determination
from the TIC screen but he knew the fire was overhead and toward the rear.
It was at this time that Lieutenant Harrison of Ladder 36 decided to move his Forcible
Entry Team behind the operating hose lines. He said: “Let’s get out.” Lieutenant Harrison and
Pr. Fr. Sheehan positioned themselves behind Engine 95’s and Engine 75’s hose lines. After
operating behind the hose lines for a few minutes, Lieutenant Harrison decided to withdraw to
the stairway. Once they made it to the stairway, Lieutenant Harrison couldn’t find Fr. Brick.
He asked Pr. Fr. Sheehan: “Where is Tommy?” He sent Pr. Fr. Sheehan down to the street to
check the ambulances that were on the scene.
At around this time, ADC Montera from Division
7 saw that we were not making progress in
extinguishing the fire. He ordered everyone out of the
building. He transmitted a Third Alarm at 1259 hours.
Lieutenant Harrison of Ladder 36 started calling
out over the handi-talkie for Fr. Brick. There was no
answer. He yelled into the fire area. Again, there was
no answer. Lieutenant Harrison turned to tell ABC
Wilkinson who was on the landing of the stairway that he is missing a Firefighter. ABC
Wilkinson asked who it was and his last known location. He relayed this information to the 7th
Division.
At around the same period of time, Engine 95 was preparing to back out of the fire floor
in compliance with Division 7’s order. Pr. Fr. Antoni moved to the stairway landing. Lieutenant
Pastore and Fr. Cole heard someone call out in the fire area. They shutdown the nozzle to see if they could hear it again. They yelled out into
the occupancy. They waited for about 30 seconds. They didn’t hear
anything else. They re-opened the nozzle and operated for a short
time.
Fr. Randy Cole, Engine 95’s Nozzleman, came out of the fire
area to the stairway. He was exhausted, covered with black ash, and
was slumped over. Lieutenant Harrison of Ladder 36 thought he was
Fr. Brick. He said: “Tommy, Tommy, are you alright?” Fr. Cole thought
he was asking about his condition. He just said “Yeah.” Lieutenant
Harrison told Fr. Connaughton escort him to the street. He passed off
this task to Pr. Fr. Sheehan, Ladder 36’s Can Firefighter.

Fr. Connaughton moved up on the hose line because he knew his unit
was still inside the occupancy. Lieutenant Harrison thought Fr. Brick
was out of the fire occupancy. He notified Battalion 13 and Division 7
that: “We got our guy.” The time frame was about one minute from
the realization that Fr. Brick was missing until what was thought to be
his recovery.
Engine 95 continued to operate their hose line on the fire floor.
Lieutenant Harrison of Ladder 36 yelled into the fire occupancy to
Lieutenant Pastore of Engine 95 to “get out”. Lieutenant Pastore asked
if they had Fr. Brick. Lieutenant Harrison said: “Yes, we got him, get
out.”
The fire continued to grow. All units left the building.
Tower Ladder 46 removed the window bars from the
windows closest to exposure 2. Heavy fire started showing
at these front windows. ADC Montera ordered Tower
Ladder 46 to open their master stream through the windows
on the second floor.

Once Lieutenant
Harrison made it to the
street, he immediately
wanted to check up on Fr.
Brick. He asked Pr. Fr.
Sheehan where Fr. Brick was.
He didn’t know. He, Pr. Fr.
Antoni from Engine 95 and
Fr. Bruno from Ladder 36
started searching
ambulances for Fr. Brick.
Other Firefighters of Engine 95 and Ladder 36 were asked where he was. They didn’t know.
Lieutenant Harrison went to the Command Post where he saw Captain Chris King of Rescue 3.
He told him he had a missing member. Battalion 17 was Resource Unit Leader at the Command
Post and overheard him tell the Captain of the missing member. Rescue 3 and Lieutenant
Harrison of Ladder 36 took off for the second floor to search for Fr. Brick.

Deputy Assistant Chief (DAC) James Jackson was now the Incident Commander. He
ordered the outside streams to shut down. Tower Ladder 33 (FAST) raised their bucket to the
second-floor windows to gain an alternate access point to the fire area. DAC Jackson sent B.C.
Frank Naglieri of Battalion 19 to the
second-floor to supervise the rescue
effort.
Rescue 3 crawled into the fire
area. Conditions had improved in the
occupancy since members were
ordered out. However, there was still
fire overhead and debris was dropping
from the ceiling. Fr. Knabbe’s TIC was
working much better that the area had
cooled. He was getting a clear image.
Lieutenant Sal Pastore of
Engine 95 and Fr. Joe Buono (Ladder 36’s Outside Vent) grabbed Engine 95’s hose line to
protect the rescue effort. Engine 75 also grabbed their hose line and protected the rescue
effort as well.
Initially, the search for Fr. Brick
was moving toward the rear of the
occupancy as this was Fr. Brick’s last
known location. As he was searching, Fr.
Knabbe of Rescue 3 thought to himself if
he were trapped, he would head for the
front windows. He acted on that
thought and shortly thereafter, he saw a
Pressure Reducer Assembly (PRA) from a
self-contained breathing apparatus
(SCBA) sticking out from under fallen tin
ceiling sheets. It was Fr. Brick under the
tin sheets. Fr. Knabbe yelled out: “I got him” and transmitted an “Urgent” message over the
handi-talkie.
Firefighter Brick was found face down, facing the front of the building, in four to six
inches of water. His PASS device was submerged in the water and only a faint noise could be
heard coming from it once he was rolled over. He was found about 30 feet from the doorway
heading toward exposure 2. His SCBA facepiece was completely off his head.

Members of Rescue 3 and Ladder 36 immediately started CPR. A Stokes Basket was
brought to the second floor. Fr. Brick was put in the back of an ambulance. Paramedics worked
on him in the ambulance. Probationary Firefighter Bryan Antoni of Engine 95 performed
compressions in the ambulance. Firefighter Thomas C. Brick succumbed to his injuries upon his
arrival at Columbia Presbyterian Hospital.

Firefighter Thomas C. Brick was 30 years old. He had two
years on the FDNY at the time of the fire. He was a member of the
first Proby Class post 9/11/2001. He was the proud father of two
children, Madeline and Aden. He is deeply missed by his family,
friends, and fellow Firefighters. May he rest in peace. Never
forget!

Firefighter
disorientation is the first step
towards a missing member. A
disoriented firefighter is more
likely to be caught in a
flashover or a collapse. If a
firefighter operating in a heavy
smoke condition loses his/her
direction, they are disoriented.
They start wandering around
aimlessly looking for a way
out. Eventually, the air in their
SCBA runs out.
To prevent firefighter
disorientation, Firefighters
should perform systematic
search of an occupancy such
as an apartment or a private
dwelling. They must perform
a clockwise or
counterclockwise search
pattern. When searching a
long hallway and direction of
the search is reversed, the
opposite hand should be on
the same wall.
An Incident
Commander should get the following
information from a unit/member who
locates a distressed member: fire
situation, air status of member,
identity of member, injuries, location,
route to location, resources needed.
FFP Managing Members in Distress/
Incident Commander.

The Incident
Commander needs to
confirm the identification
of the located distressed
member as soon as
possible to ensure it is the
member originally
reported in distress. FFP
Managing Members in
Distress/Incident
Commander
When firefighters
are searching a large uncompartmented area, a
search rope must be used. This concept is “Team Search”. There should be at least an Officer
and two Firefighters for this operation and three firefighters standing-by for relief in the clean
area. The search rope shall be used in conjunction with the TIC. The Officer controlling and
coordinating the search has the search rope and the TIC. He/she can maintain verbal contact
and see the two searching firefighters in the screen of the TIC. The searching firefighters can
tether themselves to the search rope. Firefighters performing a team search must realize that
there may not be an exit nearby.
The search rope must be attached to a secure object outside the search
area. When deploying the search rope, it shall remain taught.
A missing firefighter is one of the listed situations to transmit a
“Mayday” over the handi-talkie. The list is as follows: Missing or lost member,
collapse feared, collapse occurred, firefighter unconscious or a life threatening
injury, firefighter trapped.
When a firefighter is missing, there are pieces of information that we
need: The firefighter’s name, unit, assignment, and their last known location,
and any resources needed if known.
If a “Mayday” is transmitted, the Emergency Alert Button
(EAB) on the remote microphone should be pressed. This provides a
signature of the transmitting member on the Electronic Fireground
Accountability System (EFAS) and it boosts the power on the tactical

channel from 2 to 5 watts of the transmitting radio. There will
be a “beacon tone” that will be sounded every 4 seconds
when the EAB is depressed.
Anytime a building or area is evacuated, a roll call shall
be conducted. All units shall prepare for this.
Risk vs Reward: Chief Officers should consider the risk
that is being taken by Firefighters at Taxpayer fires where the
chances of someone being inside is very small. There are
three priorities of firefighting risk in order of importance:
1. Life (including the lives of firefighters), 2. Incident
stabilization, and 3. Property protection.

Retired Chief Donald Abbott from Glendale Arizona began a nationwide survey about
Maydays, called “The Mayday Project”. It was completed in December 2015. The results are
interesting. Some of the results are listed here. To see the entire project, log onto
projectmayday.net
50% of firefighters who are the victim of a Mayday are between 32-40 years old and
had 6 – 15 years of experience.
During a Mayday event, yelling on the radio becomes an epidemic. Once the first
person yells, everyone seems to feel the need to yell as well.
Size-up is key. A bad size-up or no size-up results in a higher opportunity for a
Mayday.
When no on –scene radio size-up was given by the first unit, the incident of Mayday at
scenes grew exponentially.
67% of all Maydays occur where “Command” is mobile (walking around) vs in a fixed
location.
54% of all Maydays occur to a member of the first arriving unit. 74% of all Maydays
occur to a member of one of the first two arriving units.
67% of all Maydays are some kind of “fall” event. Only 11% of those falls “sounded”
the roof or floor.
80% of roadway victims were not wearing safety vests.
Firefighters took too long to exit the fire area. Crews who ran out of air didn’t retreat
or exit when their low air alarm was going off and as a result got in trouble.
40% of Maydays occur during salvage and overhaul.
60% of those transmitting Maydays had
difficulty transmitting on the radio because of
other radio traffic. Stay off the radio during a
Mayday unless your radio traffic is extremely
critical.

Who rescued the Mayday Firefighter? 22% was
self-rescue; 25% was the same crew that was with the
Firefighter; 30% was an adjacent interior crew; 10%
was the FAST Team.
38% of Maydays occur in vacant/abandoned
structures.
Bigger buildings = more Maydays. The more
square footage creates more challenges, distance to reach the fire, more rooms to search, etc.
Most Maydays occur between 15 -17 minutes into the incident, or 7 – 9 minutes after
arrival of the first unit. Most Maydays occur during initial firefighting operations.
30% of Firefighters transmitting Maydays thought about calling the Mayday long before
they actually did. Many Firefighters knew they were in trouble long before they called the
Mayday for fear of being “that person” needing help, being embarrassed, etc. If you are
thinking Mayday, transmit the Mayday. It is a pleasure to cancel Maydays.
Only 23% of Incident Commanders who ran a
Mayday event had previously participated in Mayday
drills with their crews. If you don’t train on it, how
are you going to react?
From a command perspective, assign
someone else to run the firefighter rescue as soon as
possible. The same person should not run the fire
and run the Mayday.
Chief Officers should expect emotional mutiny. React quickly and control freelancing.
Company Officers and Chiefs should control freelancing and monitor and track crews at all
times when the Mayday happens.
The average FAST removal takes 19 minutes. Crews are going to be out of air, tired, and
will need to be replaced.

Deputy Chief Jay Jonas,
Division 7

Thanks go out to the following people who contributed to this essay: Chief Donald
Abbott (Glendale Az FD), Chief Billy Goldfeder (D.C. of Loveland-Symmes Fire Dept., Ohio),
Captain Robert O’Brien (Ladder 36), Fr. Bob Ryan (Rescue 3), Fr. Bob Knabbe (Ret.), Battalion
Chief Frank Naglieri (Haz-Mat Ops.), Battalion Chief Kevin Harrison (Battalion 9), Deputy Chief
Tony Montera (Division 6), Fr. John Bruno (Ret.), Fr. Ronald Kanasky (Engine 75), Fr. Mike
Essig (Ladder 46), Lieutenant Sal Pastore (Marine 6), Fr. Bryan Antoni (Engine 95), Lieutenant
Colin Sheehan (Ladder 21), Lieutenant Mike Fagan (Ret.), Captain Thomas Smith (Safety
Command), Katy Clements (FDNY Photo Unit), Deputy Chief Vincent Dunn (Ret.), Fr. Chris
Roberto

(Engine 48).

Resources: Fire Report from Manhattan Box 4-4-1810, 12/16/2003; FDNY Safety Operating
Battalion Investigative Report Manhattan Box 4-4-1810; National Fallen Firefighters
Foundation; U.S. Fire Administration; FDNY Communications Manual; FDNY Firefighting
Procedures; “Safety and Survival on the Fireground”, 2nd ed., by Vincent Dunn; “Mayday
Project”, by Chief Donald Abbott.

March 25, 1911 was the date of
one of the most horrific fires in the history
of New York City. It was a fire where 145
people were killed. 123 women and 23
men were killed. Most of those who were
killed were Italian or Jewish immigrants.
The fire lasted only 18 minutes. There
were 49 people who were either burned
to death or died from smoke inhalation, 36
died in the elevator shaft, and 58 died
from jumping to their deaths. 2 more
people died later from their injuries. The fire occurred in the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory at the
corner of Greene Street and Washington Place in Manhattan. The aftermath of the fire ushered
in the New York State Labor Law which reformed factories. Every March 25th there is a
memorial at the site of the fire. FDNY units that responded to the fire attend this memorial.

On the same date as the infamous Triangle
Shirtwaist Factory Fire, the deadliest fire in the
history of the Bronx occurred. On March 25, 1990, a
fire occurred in the “Happy Land Social Club” on
1959 Southern Boulevard. The “Happy Land Social
Club” was an illegal club and did not meet building
and fire codes. It was an arson fire in which Julio
Gonzalez set fire to the club in revenge after an
argument with his ex-girlfriend. 87 people died in
the club. The fire was extinguished in only five
minutes. There is a memorial on Southern Boulevard across the street from the site of the fire.
A vigil is held every year at the site. FDNY units that responded to the fire attend the event.

